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013 has been a fruitful year for our school.

It started with us transiting to the partial-single session.
This transition is in preparation for the eventual move to the
single-session model. We would like to thank our parents for
your cooperation in making the necessary arrangement to
accommodate this transition.
Recently, our school’s music programme was featured by the
Ministry Of Education. We invite you to read the article, “Fuchun
Primary School Comes Alive with Music”, at our school website
www.fuchunpri.moe.edu.sg.
This article highlighted how our pupils are benefitting from the
music programme which has led us to be awarded the niche
status in brass band, “Shine Through Music” this year. Besides the niche status, we would like to announce that we
have received the National Arts Education Award (Spark Level). For this national award, our school is recognised
for our Aesthetics Education in the areas of Music, Visual Arts, Dance as well as Speech and Drama. The Aesthetics
Education is an integral part of the holistic development that we strive to provide for our pupils. We believe that
we can develop in our pupils the 21st century skills and sound values through the Aesthetics.
Speech and Drama has always been part of our English curriculum. Last year, Speech and Drama lessons were
introduced into the English lessons for our Primary 1 and 2 pupils. Through these lessons, we develop our pupils
to be confident speakers. Our teachers also use the drama conventions in their teaching to enhance pupils’
writing with the focus on content development, generating and organising story ideas.
With the emphasis on holistic development, this year, we also introduced Co-Curricular Activities (CCA) to our
Primary 2 pupils, providing them a variety of activities both in the Sports and Performing Arts.
We are able to end the year on a high note due to the dedication and good work of all our teaching and nonteaching staff members working together to create a nurturing environment for our pupils. We would like to
thank our parents and stakeholders for your partnership in our pupils’ learning journey in Fuchun Primary.
Mrs Yap Dai Jee
Principal
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It’s not how good you are. It’s how good you want to be.
Paul Arden

National Day Performances by Brass Band and Dance CCAs
In conjunction with National Day, 85 dancers and musicians from our school’s Brass Band, Chinese Dance, Indian Dance and Malay Dance CCAs
were specially invited by the People’s Association to perform at the Marsiling National Day Observance Ceremony on 17 August 2013. This
event was held at the Woodlands Mega Sports Park.
Many of our pupils were performing for the first time. However, they were not intimidated by the crowd or expectations. Our dancers and
musicians gave their best, winning loud applause and appreciation from the audience. Many of our parents also came by to show their
support.
It was indeed a heartening and confidence-building platform for our pupils to gain performance exposure and showcase their talents. Pupils
even ended off the event on a celebratory mood – they engaged with the community by visiting the event booths and playing mini-games.
It was indeed a memorable and fun-filled experience for all.
Mrs Gan Ping Fong
Music Coordinator

Indian dancers performing the dance “Swasam”.

Our Malay dancers performing the dance “Nona Singapura”, a sweet enchanted dance
that depicts the elegance of young and lively girls in kebaya outfits.

Chinese dancers who took a group picture with Mr Hawazi Daipi, Senior Paliamentary Secretary, Ministry of Education and Ministry of Manpower and
Member of Parliament for Sembawang GRC (Marsiling) after their dance “Red Lantern”.

The Brass Band enthralled the crowd with 2 songs “Classic Classic” and “Ponyo Ponyo”.
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Our Vision

A nurturing school that inspires a passion for life-long learning.

Do not wait to strike till the iron is hot; but make it hot by striking.
William B. Sprague

String and Guitar Live at SYF Celebrations 2013!
To celebrate the diverse artistic talents of pupils in less formal settings, the Singapore Youth Festival (SYF) Celebrations 2013 was held from 2
to 6 July at public spaces such as the Esplanade in a 5-day Arts Festival themed “IN.FUSION”.
Our school’s String and Guitar Ensembles were specially invited to perform at the Esplanade (Live@eLibrary) on 2 July 2013.
23 pupils from the String Ensemble and 22 pupils from the Guitar Ensemble put up performances alongside award-winning performing arts
groups from other schools. Despite the high standards showcased by various groups, our String and Guitar pupils held their own, impressing
the audience who attentively listened as our pupils bowed with poise and demonstrated skillful techniques on their instruments. Our pupils
were also given a tour of the Esplanade where they got to immerse in this cultural and performing arts atmosphere, and feel deeply inspired.
It was indeed a great platform for our young talented musicians to showcase their talents and share their music with members of the public.
Mdm Jenny Oh
Aesthetics Department

Singapore Youth Festival (SYF) Art Exhibition 2013
Pupils from our school’s Art Club and Chinese Brush Painting
Club submitted artworks for the Singapore Youth Festival (SYF)
Art Exhibition 2013. Out of 3 submissions, 2 have received SYF
Certificates of Recognition, 1 was featured in an on-site exhibition at
Suntec City, and all 3 have been featured in an online SYF exhibition.
The SYF Certificate of Recognition was awarded to “Diversity”, a
Category B (P3-P4) painting and “The Heartlands and the Suburbs”,
a Category C (P5-P6) painting from the Chinese Brush Painting Club.
These 2 artworks and the third painting by our P2 Art Club pupils
entitled “What is Reality” were also featured in the online SYF Art
Digital Exhibition from 3 July to 30 July.
In addition, our young budding artists, Kuik Shuting Jovianne and
Liew Minru from Primary 3E and Koh Woon from 4B, were invited
to attend the opening ceremony of the SYF Art exhibition held at
Suntec City on 3 July 2013 to present their painting “Diversity”. They
embraced questions fielded to them by officials and the public.

Our Chinese Brush Painting Club pupils, Kuik Shuting Jovianne and Liew Minru from
Primary 3E and Koh Woon from 4B, at the SYF Art Exhibition in Suntec City on 3 July
2013. They are posing with their painting entitled “Diversity” which also received the SYF
Certificate of Recognition.

Walking around and admiring various artworks from other schools,
Jovianne, Minru and Koh Woon reflected that there was always
room for improvement even though they had been awarded the
Certificate of Recognition.
Mr Lee Yuen Hwa
Visual Arts Coordinator

The painting entitled “The Heartlands and the Suburbs”
submitted by P5 and P6 pupils from the Chinese Brush
Painting Club. This painting received the SYF Certificate of
Recognition.

Our Mission

To develop a learning and caring community of creative and innovative students,
competent teachers and supportive stakeholders, through collaboration.

This painting entitled
“What is Reality” was
submitted by P2 pupils
from the Art Club.
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Knowing is not enough; we must apply.Willing is not enough; we must do.
Johann Wolfgang von Goethe

N7 EL Fiesta
Spelling, Writing, Reading, Acting... Bursting with excitement, a total of 21 Fuchunians set off to the hosting school, Wellington Primary on 3
September 2013, all geared up and ready to pit against their opponents from the different schools in the North 7 (N7) Cluster. With the aim
of enriching their English Language learning, our Fuchunians did their utmost and won second place in both the Oratorical and On-the-Spot
Poetry Writing Competitions. It was truly heartening to see our Fuchunians come together and share their learning experiences with one
another, as well as with the pupils from the different schools. New bonds and friendships were definitely forged that day!
Ms Chen Liangrui
EL Department

Excited and all ready to give their
best performance for Readers’
Theatre!

All smiles and energised even after the gruelling Spelling Bee!

Canteen Conversations with What’s Up
A number of pupils from some Primary 5 and 6 classes
subscribed to “What’s Up” - a newspaper written specially for
children, as a teaching and learning resource.
The subscription is a part of our English Extensive Reading
Programme which aims to enhance English Language learning
and promote knowledge of current affairs amongst our pupils.
On 16 September 2013, pupils in Primary 5E had the opportunity
to take part in one of the Canteen Conversations with the
Deputy Editor of What’s Up: News for Kids, Ms Shameen Idiculla.
It was conducted as a whole-class activity in the classroom. A
question was posed to the class, and the pupils wrote a few
lines down in response. Their answers were shared with the
whole class and each of the pupil then voted for the response
that they liked.
The responses during the conversation are captured below.
Mrs Tan Yit Mei
EL Department

One of the pupils’ responses to the question ‘What does peace mean to you?’
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Totally engrossed in Boogle!

Pupils’ Reﬂections
I enjoyed the activity as I learnt more about ‘peace’ when I read
my friends’ responses. It was also very fun to vote for my friend’s
response. I would recommend this activity to everyone in the
school!
Chua Wee Kiat Nicholas, 5E
It was a really good experience doing this activity as we get to
write our own opinions. Moreover, we also get to read others’
opinions. Reading others’ opinions enables us to have a better idea
of how others see things from different perspectives!
Phua Hui Ying, 5E
I think that it is exciting to appear on What’s Up Newspaper. The
question that was given to us was rather tough and it really got
us to think real hard and definitely not superficial thinking. I think
that it will be even better if other classes also get a chance to try
out this activity. Even if we do not appear in the newspaper, it
does not matter as it really get us thinking and it’s a great start! I
always remember the saying by Zig Zagler, ‘You don’t have to be
great to start but you have to start to be great’.
Bryan Lee Yu Zhan, 5E

Pupils reading their friends’ responses and voting for their favourite response.

Core Values: Care

A person who is caring acts with kindness and compassion.
He contributes to the betterment of the community and the whole.

Things do not happen. Things are made to happen.
John F. Kennedy

Whole School Reading Programme @ Fuchun
This year, our school collaborates with National Library Board (NLB) to promote reading amongst our pupils and to inculcate a love for books
in them through various activities such as Books R Us Club, NLB mass borrowing, storytelling for P1 and P2 pupils, Books Alive for P3 to P6
pupils as well as Raise A Reader workshop for parents.
These programmes are well received by our pupils as they embark on their reading journey. During the Books Alive programme, pupils were
introduced to various award-winning titles. The P1 and P2 pupils enjoyed the storytelling very much and they responded enthusiastically.
Our pupils will definitely look forward to the upcoming programmes to be conducted for them next year!

An enthusiastic borrower at the mass borrowing session.

Pupils engaged in hands-on activities during one of the
Books R Us Club sessions.

Mdm Doreen Tan
MRL Co-ordinator

Pupils browsing through the book titles to select their storybooks.

The NLB librarian drawing as she tells the story of
“William & Kate”.

NLB librarian, Ms Christabel, sharing with parents on how
to create a Printrich home environment.

Healthy Sandwich Making Competition

Fruittie Veggie Bites Programme
The above programme aims to raise the pupils’ awareness on the
importance of eating a variety of fruits and vegetables every day in
order to get the maximum amount of vitamins and minerals.
Under the reward scheme, for every serving of vegetable or fruit
that the pupils eat in school, they will be given a small card. The
class with the most number of cards will be awarded a small token
of encouragement. The winning classes in 2013 are 1E, 2G, 3G, 4E, 5E
and 6G. Good Job!
Ms Phua Soo Chin
PE/HE Department

Pupils busy preparing the sandwiches.

Look at the different types of
sandwiches created by our pupils.

In term 3, the Primary 3s and Primary 5s took part in a healthy
sandwich making competition. Each class was required to create a
healthy recipe for a sandwich and prepare the sandwich according to
their recipe during the competition.
The pupils had much fun and learnt a lot more about the inclusion
and use of healthy ingredients, such as adding more vegetables to
their sandwiches, through the competition. Many of them also learnt
how to substitute ingredients with healthier choices, such as using
whole-meal bread instead of white bread.

Pupils who bought fruit and
vegetables will receive a small
card from the canteen vendor.

A group of pupils bought fruits to get the small cards
as a token to support their class and
the programme.

Our pupils were very creative and came up with lots of yummy
sandwiches! I hope everyone will remember that being healthy also
includes taking care of your diet and you can start today by making
yourselves some healthy sandwiches.
Ms Soh Qi Yu
PE/HE Department

Core Values: Integrity

A person of integrity upholds ethical principles and has
the moral courage to stand up for what is right.
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Nothing great was ever achieved without enthusiasm.
Ralph Waldo Emerson

SINGAPORE MATHEMATICAL OLYMPIAD
The Singapore Mathematical Olympiad (SMO) for Primary Schools
2013 was organised by Hwa Chong Institution. This competition aims
to generate greater interest in mathematics among pupils in primary
schools and enable pupils to compete with their peers at the
national level. 3 pupils from Primary 6E have attained meritorious
achievements, achieving the Silver Award (top 10% of the field) and
Bronze Award (subsequent 10% of the field).
“I feel that participating in SMO greatly enriched my ability to
apply logic as a key to solve any problem. It was an enjoyable
experience that did not culminate in me getting the bronze
award but rather in the fact that my interest and passion for
Math was ignited”
– Oon Jie Rui
Ms Belinda Heng & Mdm Ang Chia Chia
Math Department

BRONZE

BRONZE

SILVER

From left to right: Tey Zi Pin, Oon Jie Rui & Zhang Rong Kai

Annual Mathlympics for All Singapore Primary Schools 2013
The Annual Mathlympics is organised
by Anglo-Chinese School (Independent) in collaboration with HotHouse
Educational Services Pte Ltd and Casio
Pte Ltd. The main objective is to expose
participants to intellectually challenging
questions in order to stimulate their interest
and ignite their passion in Mathematics.
There are two rounds in this competition
– Preliminary Round and Final Round.
The top 25% of the participants will
compete for the Gold, Silver and Bronze
awards in the Final Round. This year,
we have 6 pupils who got into the Final
Round and we are proud of them!

Name of pupil

Award

Chou Yi Heng

Silver

Liew Kangze

Silver

Lim Yu Cheng

Silver

Soh Zhi Ming, Jonathan

Silver

Bryan Lee Yu Zhen

Bronze

Tong Yi Chen

Bronze

From top to bottom: Lim Yu Cheng, Jonathan Soh,
Tong Yi Chen, Chou Yi Heng, Liew Kangze and
Bryan Lee

Ms Belinda Heng
LH/Math (Int)

Rafﬂes Science Olympiad 2013
The Raffles Science Olympiad 2013 (RSO) is a national competition organised by the
Raffles Institution and supported by Defence Science and Technology Agency (DSTA) and DSO
National Laboratories under the auspices of the Young Defence Scientists Programme
(YDSP). This competition which is opened to Primary 5 pupils took place over 2 days and
involved two rounds - Preliminary and Final. Our school sent in 5 pupils for the competition
and we are pleased to announce that Angell Wu Jia Li (5E) was awarded the Bronze award.
“The Raffles Science Olympiad is an extremely
enriching and thrilling experience for me.
Through this, I have learnt more about Science
and get to know more friends too!”
– Angell Wu Jia Li (5E)
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Core Values: Respect

A person demonstrates respect when he believes in
his own self-worth and the intrinsic worth of all people.

Ms Tern Hui Kuan
Head of Department / Science

Every artist was first an amateur.
Ralph Waldo Emerson

Sports Education Programme - Hip Hop
Hip hop is a way to introduce pupils to urban dance routines that are both expressive and fun.
Dance warm-up increases flexibility, balance and endurance.
The main objectives of the programme were to promote hip hop dancing, enhance pupils’
psychomotor skills and to heighten their creativity through dancing.
This year, it was introduced to the entire P1 Level.
The highlight of the hip hop was when the pupils were able to put up a dance sequence for
their personal performances.
Mr Prasad
PE/HE Department

P1 pupils listening to instructions
from the dance instructor.

Sports Education Programme – In-Line Skating
Wow! 94 eager and excited Primary 2 pupils donned the in-line skates and get to slalom and
dash down the lane. They fell, they got back up, they whizzed past cones and they
competed to see who was the fastest of them all. This was the In-line Skating, Primary 2 Sports

P2 pupils learning how to stand from a fall.

Education Programme 2013. As easy as it
may look, in-line skating is actually not an
easy sport for beginners. While some of the
Primary 2 pupils excelled when it comes to
balance, most tumbled and fell when they stood.
Basic and proper techniques of skating were
being taught, and by the end of the 2-day
programme, the pupils were beaming with
confidence. From the first lesson of learning
how to fall properly, to slowly moving from
point to point, there were never dull moments
during the programme. They finished it off
by going through seemingly challenging trails,
created by the instructors. At the end of the
programme, no one was left behind and
every pupil completed the fun yet rigorous
courses. Certificates of participation were
handed out to the pupils much to their
excitement.
Mr Faris
PE/HE Department

Pupils were slowly able to skate on their own.

Pupils wore protective gears on their heads, elbows and
knees to prevent injuries during a fall.

Sports Education Programme - Golf

A sense of achievement at the end of the 2-day course.

Striking the right pose for the perfect swing.

A group of 40 enthusiastic Primary 3 pupils took part in the P3 Sports Education Programme – Golf during the September school
holidays. The programme which was held on 9 and 10 September introduced these P3 pupils to golf for the first time. They learnt basic skills
like chipping, driving and putting at the Mandai Executive Golf Course. The pupils thoroughly enjoyed the programme and were yearning for
more at the end of 2 days.
Mr Benjamin See
PE/HE Department

Core Values: Responsibility

A person who is responsible recognizes that he has a duty to himself, his family,
community, nation and the world. He fulfils his responsibilities with love and commitment.
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We can do anything we want to do if we stick to it long enough.
Helen Keller

Sports Education Programme - Bowling
This year, for the first time, Primary 4 pupils were introduced to the sport of Bowling as part of their Sports Education Programme. The training
took place on 30 August and 4 September at Orchid Bowl, SAFRA Yishun Country Club. Throughout the 6-hour programme, 34 Primary 4
pupils were taught the basics of ten-pin bowling which culminated in a mini-tournament on the last day. The top 3 bowlers from the group
were Cheah Jun Qiang from 4C with a runaway score of 90 points, Ong Wei Hang from 4B scoring 65 points and Mohd Syakir from 4F who tied
at 65 points. The event was a resounding success with some pupils spotted bowling with their families just days after the programme!
Mr Francis Mah
PE/HE Department

The future in bowling!

Pupils practising the proper techniques.

P4 Prefects and CCA leaders Training
P4 Prefects and CCA leaders enjoyed themselves over 2 days learning
to lead at school projects and events. At the “Enable, Empower and
Encourage” workshop, they learnt how to plan and draft activities
before properly and effectively carrying them out. The hands-on
experience they had created greater awareness of group dynamics
and how to manage their peers with different personality types to
work together in problem-solving and achieve objectives. The workshop
takes the participants one more big step closer to being student
leaders capable of engaging their peers to serve the community.

Our Students Leaders

Mr George Phua
Student Leadership Committee

Shadow Puppet Performance: The Shark, The Boy and The Sea
On 29 August 2013, the Chinese Department brought a group of P3 Chinese Language pupils and P5 Higher Chinese Language pupils to watch
an exciting shadow puppet performance titled, “The Shark, The Boy and The Sea”. The performance was fully sponsored under the Cultural
Performance Exposure Scheme (CPES). The performance, which was originated from Taiwan, is a story about a boy and his encounter with a
shark. Through watching the performance, pupils gained more understanding of the special art of shadow puppet and the basic mechanism
behind it. This performance also teaches pupils the value of friendship and the love for animals. Overall, pupils found the performance both
beneficial and enriching.
Mrs Chong Wing Yi
LH/CL (Int)

Let the show begin!
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Pupil’s reflection after the performance.

Pupils waiting eagerly to get in the auditorium for the performance.

Core Values: Perseverance

A person who displays perseverance in the face of challenges has emotional strength.
He manifests courage, optimism, adaptability and resourcefulness.

Don’t wait for extraordinary opportunities. Seize common occasions and make them great.
Orison Swett Marden

P4 Values in Action
As part of the school’s Values-In-Action (VIA) Programme, our Primary 4 pupils took part in
cleaning the park at the Woodlands Waterfront Park on 23 and 27 September. The objective
of this activity is to provide our pupils with the knowledge that each of them can play a part
in keeping the environment clean. As this was the pupils’ first experience in litter-picking
outside of school, they were all very excited. Despite being under the hot sun, each and every
one of them was cooperative. They carried out their duty wholeheartedly and picked up
every piece of litter which they saw on their way.
Through this activity, I am sure that in the midst of having fun, pupils have learnt the importance
of conserving the environment.
Ms Poh Weijing
NE/SS Department

See the amount of litter they have picked up!

“We picked 1 full bag of litter!”

“Here’s the litter I’ve picked up..”

Racial Harmony Day Celebration
The school commemorated Racial Harmony Day from 15 to 19 July 2013. The theme for this year’s Racial Harmony Day was Celebrating
Singapore’s. The theme sought to celebrate Singapore’s diversity and richness of different cultures as we work towards being an inclusive
nation.
The school planned a variety of activities to instil the value of respect. In the process of doing the activities together, we hope to raise the
awareness in our pupils the importance of racial harmony. PACES set up a booth on weaving of thoranam, ketupat and Chinese finger trap.
This is to impress upon the pupils that with the base of weaving, different races make use of the skills to produce different items. The P4 pupils
set up traditional game booths to provide the other pupils the experience of how to play these games. All pupils were encouraged to wear
ethnic clothes. This is for them to reflect on the significance and purpose of their dressing.
Mdm Parameshwari
NE/SS Department

See who is the first to inflate the
paperball.

Our Parent Volunteer from PACES teaching our pupils how to weave the Thoranam.

Pupils learnt that playing five stones
required skills and practice.

Core Values: Care

Our pupils enjoying an interesting game
of Pick-Up-Sticks.

Our pupils in their traditional clothes .

A person who is caring acts with kindness and compassion.
He contributes to the betterment of the community and the whole.
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Learning never exhausts the mind.
Leonardo Da Vinci

Project Inspire @ Bintan
From the 2 to 4 of September 2013, the P5H and P5I pupils, together with the student leaders, visited a local school and an orphanage in Bintan
to carry out their Values-in-Action (VIA) as well as Service Learning project. Prior to that, the student leaders, who had attended the training
on Service Learning, were tasked to lead the P5H and 5I pupils. The collection of books and children’s clothes donated by the pupils were
presented to the school and the orphanage respectively. We would like to take this opportunity to thank parents and pupils for their generous
support to make this programme possible.
Through this programme, our pupils have learnt not only the different environment and living conditions of other children, but also how they
could give back to the society.
Here are some of the reflections of our pupils:
We must accept
and cherish what
we have and what
we are given.

Though the learning environment is not as
conducive as ours, the pupils showed enthusiasm and
perseverance.

Putri Noratika, 5H

Long Yi Xuan, Student Leader, Head Prefect, 5E

Although
there were no
fans nor lighting facilities in the
classrooms, I observed that the
pupils paid attention to their
teacher.

I was touched when I saw our pupils
give the donations to the orphans and I hope that
more kind-hearted people will continue to help them.

Adriana Atan, CCA Leader, 5E
Sufyan Ramzi, 5H

Interaction time with pupils from the local school.

A local school at Bintan.

Presenting the story books to the
Discipline Master.

Teaching the orphans how to play our traditional games.

Mdm Zarina Abu Bakar
Student Leadership Committee
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Core Values: Integrity

A person of integrity upholds ethical principles and has
the moral courage to stand up for what is right.

Success is the sum of small efforts, repeated day in and day out.
Robert Collier

P5 NE Show
On 20 July, the P5 pupils went for the NE Show which was held at the Floating Platform@Marina Bay. The show was very entertaining and it
evoked a strong sense of belonging in our pupils. Watching the NDP live was a memorable experience for them.
Let’s read the reflections of our pupils after viewing this wonderful event:
“I like the part when the children on stage told the legends of
Singapore while a group in coloured shirts created pictures
using their shirts to match the content of the stories. It was cool
watching the performers transforming the shirts into colourful
pictures.”
Chong Jie Ee, 5A

“The march-in by different uniformed bodies, such as the Police,
Civil Defence and the Armed Forces synchronised perfectly!
This exciting event aroused the feeling in me that defending my
country is very important. It motivated me to strive harder for
my country.”
Holmes Chan Jin Hao, 5A

Happy Birthday Singapore! We love you!

We are proud to be Singaporeans!

Parachute jumping performed by the Red Lions was magnificient!

Look at the colourful fireworks igniting the night sky!

Mdm Goh Sock Cheng
NE/SS Department

Core Values: Respect

A person demonstrates respect when he believes in
his own self-worth and the intrinsic worth of all people.
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Nothing is impossible, the word itself says ‘I’m possible’!
Audrey Hepburn

National Day Celebrations
We celebrated Singapore’s 48th birthday with classroom activities, a concert and Lower Primary Games this year with the focus on the theme
“One Singapore”. We started off the morning with the school carring out the Observance Ceremony.
While the Lower Primary pupils proceeded with their Lower Primary Games, the Upper Primary pupils battled their wits in challenging games
based on their knowledge on Singapore in their classrooms. They were then entertained with a concert that displayed the talents of our fellow
Fuchunians. The pupils had an opportunity to view the various dance performances, participate in mass singing of the national songs and
watch the play unfold before their eyes. Their spirits were high and they were certainly proud to be Singaporeans.
Ms Azlynna
NE/SS Department

Mass singing of the national songs

Our GOH, Mr Lee Aik Jen Chairman of the SAC, enjoying the concert
with our School Leaders.

Our dancers in action!

For the Lower Primary Games, telematch games were specially designed for every level. The pupils were provided with opportunities to participate
in at least one telematch game. This is to encourage mass participation for P1 to P3 pupils.
Through participating in the telematch games, the pupils were taught to demonstrate some of the positive character traits such as Fairplay,
Teamwork and Sportsmanship whilst having fun with their peers. At the end of the day, the winning classes were rewarded with medals as
well as pennants. The pupils had a great time!
Ms Zhuang Huifen
PE/HE Department

Pupil were very focused and ran as fast as they could to win
medals for their classes.
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Some pupils were happily posing before
the start of the game.

Core Values: Responsibility

A person who is responsible recognizes that he has a duty to himself, his family,
community, nation and the world. He fulfils his responsibilities with love and commitment.

Believe you can and you’re halfway there.
Theodore Roosevelt

Children’s Day Celebration
Our school held our annual Children’s Day Celebration on 3 October 2013.
It was a day of fun and excitement for the pupils as a myriad of interesting games and special food items awaited them. During the extended
recesses, they queued enthusiastically for their favourite food such as ice cream, popcorn and candy floss. Canteen vendors prepared
special food items such as Roti Jala, chocolate cornflakes, cheese hotdogs to whet their appetite.
Besides these delectable food items, our pupils had the opportunity to play traditional games such as pick-up sticks, kuti kuti, five stones,
chapteh and paper balls. They had fun trying out their motor skills on ‘magnetic car racing’, ‘cup balancing game’ and ‘bean bag toss’. They
were further engaged in ICT games such as mental calculation using tablets and many of them took part in the typing competition.
From the smiles and high level of enthusiasm reflected from the pupils’ faces, it was evident that they had a fun and enjoyable time.
Mr Teng Kim Onn
Head of Department/ICT MRL

Have you bought your candy floss?

See who is the first to inflate the paperball.

Pupils were engrossed in ICT games.

Pupils had fun playing traditional games.

Core Values: Perseverance

A person who displays perseverance in the face of challenges has emotional strength.
He manifests courage, optimism, adaptability and resourcefulness.
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We can’t help everyone, but everyone can help someone.
Ronald Reagan

Teachers’ Day Celebrations
“Excuse me, Teacher. We have a dedication for you!” said different groups of pupils, as they gate-crashed classes during curriculum time
to serenade and affirm our teachers on 5 September 2013, as part of the Teachers’ Day Celebrations. About 40 pupils from P3 to P6 were
involved as “door-to-door dedication ambassadors” together with the parent volunteers. They sang songs such as “Hero”, “You Light up my
Life” and “You are my Sunshine” complete with actions and cheeky grins, expressively recited poetry such as “Number One Teacher”, and
read out thank you messages to teachers in the presence of their pupils. To end off the door-to-door dedications, pupils also sang through
the public announcement (PA) system thanking all teachers for their good work.
Themed “To Teachers, We Dedicate This”, this year’s Teachers’ Day Celebrations aimed to communicate thank you messages and kudos from
pupils to every teacher and allied educator in as many ways possible.
Aside from door-to-door dedications, our pupils contributed personalised thank you messages to their teachers. These were neatly bundled and
strung together by our parent volunteers who tied them with golden ribbons and presented them to our teachers. These thank you
messages were also flashed on PowerPoint slides at the Teachers’ Day Concert for the whole school to share in the touching thank you
messages from our pupils to the teachers and allied educators.
Our Parent Volunteers, P5 Prefects (led by the Head and Vice-Head Prefects) and the school’s administration team collaborated to ensure an
entertaining Teachers’ Day Concert was put up. Teachers were selected via a “lucky draw” to join in tele-matches inspired by the game show,
“A Minute to Win It” during the concert. Our teachers were also treated to performances such as song items “Don’t Worry, Be Happy” by the
P5 prefects, “I Learned From You” by Tan Zhi Cong (5A) and Dacanay Shemaiah Jenn Gongon (5D), and “Just a Single Voice” by the school
choir. There was even a harp performance by P5E pupil, Glenda Goh, and a Wushu Performance by our school’s alumnus and pupil at the
School of Science and Technology (SST), Albern Ong, who specially returned to dedicate this item to his teachers.

I
TEACHER
I TEACHER I TEACHER

Theme of Teachers’ Day.

Our 4 Emcees (from left to right): Chou Yi Heng (5E),
Yuhaesh Chandrasekaran (5A), Phua Hui Ying (5E) and
Dina Diyana (5E).

A Door-to-Door Dedication in session, with the song “You Light Up My Life”.

FCPS Alumnus, Albern Ong, dedicating his Wushu performance to his former teachers.
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Ms Jeanie Lee
Head of Department/Aesthetics

P5 Prefects singing “Don’t Worry, Be Happy!”

Mdm Rasyidah, Mr Lo Chien-Chi and Ms Farhana Hassan
playing the game “CD Dominoes”.

Core Values: Care

Mrs Michelle Fernandez, Mrs Fiona Tan and Ms Joi Soh
having fun playing the game, “Ka-Broom”.

Tan Zhi Cong (5A) and Dacanay Shemaiah Jenn Gongon
(5D) singing the song “I Learned from You”.

A person who is caring acts with kindness and compassion.
He contributes to the betterment of the community and the whole.

Don’t tell me the sky’s the limit when I know there are footprints on the moon.
Paul Brandt

Staff Matters
Workout Sessions for Teachers
Our Staff Welfare Committee (SWC) has successfully conducted
two rounds of workout sesions for teachers over Terms 2 and 3.
The programme was introduced to encourage all staff to have a
healthy work-life balance.
Ms Sim Ying Hui
Staff Welfare Committee

Staff Dinner 2013

Mrs Yap kickstarting the
dinner with the opening
speech!

Fuchun’s “Best of the Best”
– Presenting Fuchun’s
Sweetest Voice.

The lucky lady who walked
away with our Grand Prize
of the night!

Fuchun’s “Best of the Best”
– Presenting Fuchun’s Strongest Man!

The annual staff dinner was held on the eve of Teacher’s Day this year, at Orchid Country Club! This year’s dinner theme was “Be Yourself Noir et Blanc”, which initiated staff to dress like they normally would, in black and white!
We would also like to convey our appreciation to the School Advisory Committee (SAC) members who took time off their busy schedules
to grace the event.
Mdm Candice Lee
Staff Welfare Committee Chairperson

PACES (Parents Assisting Children’s Education in School) Gathering 2013
Our PACES group had our annual gathering on 2 October 2013. It was
attended by our PACES committee members, as well as new parent
volunteers.
This gathering allowed parent volunteers to mingle in an informal
setting. Active parent volunteers were able to share their experiences
with new members.
Mrs Yap, our principal, gave an opening speech, where she thanked
PACES for its valuable contribution to the school’s activities. She also
presented us with a special thank you note in helping to co-organise
Teachers’ Day 2013 celebration.
This year, we were pleasantly surprised to see some fathers attending
this activities which are usually dominated by mothers.
We hope more parents, especially fathers, will take on active roles in
assisting future school’s activities.

Our parent volunteers had fun bonding together.

I would like to take this opportunity to thank PACES committee and
all our dedicated parent volunteers for their support.
Mdm Kiranjeet Kaur
PACES Chairperson

Core Values: Integrity

A person of integrity upholds ethical principles and has
the moral courage to stand up for what is right.
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To keep a lamp burning, we have to keep putting oil in it.
Mother Teresa

Arrival of Newborns

Lionel Lee Xuan Yi
“Hello, my mummy is
Mdm Ban Lee Chin.”

Aiman Izdihar Bin Ahmad Asri
“Hello, my mummy is
Mdm Rasilah.”

Kaira Leng Xuan En
“Hello, my daddy is
Mr Joshua Leng Zhuyang.”

Gladys Wong Yunqi
“Hello, my mummy is
Mrs Wong-Hun Shiew Young.”

Ayra Adeelya
“Hello, my mummy is
Mdm Marleena Bte Jaafar.”

Welcome to Fuchun Family
• Ms Lai Pei Yen
• Ms Lye Jia Yi Adeline
• Mdm Ma Jing
• Mr R Prasad

• Ms Ng Pei Yin
• Ms Atikah Adilah Binte Ahmad Affandi
• Mr Huang Junhao Joshua
• Ms Soh Ming Yue

Editorial Team
Advisor: Mrs Yap Dai Jee (Principal)
Mr Long Tien Ho (VP/ Admin)
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Editor: Mrs Dolly Chan
Ms Belinda Heng

Core Values: Respect

A person demonstrates respect when he believes in
his own self-worth and the intrinsic worth of all people.

